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First configuration
For a shorter reading, ignore the outer circle of thirty sarsen stones.
Lay out the middle circle of ten Trilithons, and the centre ‘Slaughter Stone’.
Starting from the bottom right, going anti-clockwise, number the Trilithons
from one to ten, and use the readings from the larger Celtic Cross spread
Card Meanings
1 Present influence
2 immediate obstacles
3 Specific goal
4 Past foundation
5 Past events
6 Future influence
7 The Questor
8 Influences - both ways
9 Inner emotions
10 Final result

The centre stone is card number eleven, and relates an overall determining
factor relevant to the Questor

Second configuration
This adds another thirty cards, representing the outer circle.
Please note that this is a BIG layout! From side to side, it measures 72 inches
– a full six feet.
It does however look very impressive, especially in the right setting, quite a
piece of theatre.
And it also offers a chance to make the questor feel very involved.
Being a tadge over six feet tall, I can lay out the circle by kneeling in the
middle and stretching out to lay the first two cards. With a bit of practice, it is
then not too hard to work round, laying down the rest of the outer cards.
Before laying out the centre eleven cards, I ask the Questor to stand in the
middle, think of a specific question, and choose four of the cards at random. I
swing these round, so they can be identified later and used to give a second
reading.
The Questor is then invited to leave the circle, and the final eleven cards are
laid. As the pattern becomes apparent, there may be the odd gasp of
recognition. If not, explain the significance.

Third configuration
For a long reading, all forty one cards are revealed and interpreted.
Anyone happy with giving a reading of that size will have probably developed
a finely tuned sense of what feels ‘right’, and will be able to present their own
interpretation of the thirty outside cards. For that reason, please excuse me if
I don’t give my own here.
You may use these layouts in readings, providing accreditation where
appropriate. This file, and the information contained may be circulated with
this same proviso. It can be reproduced without fee if in this format,
without change or alteration.

